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ABSTRACT We present a technique that allows sequence-dependent analysis of transcription elongation using single-
molecule optical trapping techniques. Observation of individual molecules of RNA polymerase (RNAP) allows determination of
elongation kinetics that are difficult or impossible to accurately obtain from bulk studies, and provides high temporal resolution of
the RNAP motion under a calibrated mechanical load. One limitation of previous single molecule studies was the difficulty in
correlating the observed motion of RNAP with its actual position on the DNA template to better than ;100 bp. In this work, we
improved the spatial precision of optical trapping studies of transcription to ;5 bp by using runoff transcription as an un-
ambiguous marker of RNAP template position. This runoff method was sufficient to unequivocally locate and study a single
known pause sequence (DtR2). By applying various loads to assist RNAP forward translocation, we specifically investigated
elongation kinetics within this pause region and found that the dwell time at the pause sequence decreased with increasing
assisting load. This observation is consistent with bulk biochemical studies that suggest RNAP reverse translocates, or
‘‘backtracks,’’ at the DtR2 pause sequence.

INTRODUCTION

Transcription elongation by RNA polymerase (RNAP) is

neither uniform nor continuous. Specific DNA sequences,

called pause sites, temporarily halt the progress of RNAP.

Pausing is thought to occur because of misalignment of the

RNA 3# end with the RNAP active site due to RNAP back-

tracking or RNA hairpin formation (Komissarova and

Kashlev, 1997a; Artsimovitch and Landick, 2000). Numer-

ous pause sequences have been shown, or are suspected, to

provide regulatory functions such as allowing transcription

factors to bind and thereby modify gene expression (Uptain

et al., 1997; Roberts et al., 1998). Other pause sequences that

have been detected in vitro have no known biological func-

tion, but nonetheless reflect the intrinsic sequence-dependence

of RNAP motion.

Experimental study of the mechanism of pausing is

nontrivial, partially due to the difficulty in measuring kinetics

during continuous elongation. Traditional bulk experiments

are only capable of detecting the overall elongation behavior

of a large population of molecules that may not be homo-

geneous. In many bulk transcription experiments, the RNAP

population is first halted at a specific template position via

nucleotide starvation, and the kinetics at a subsequent pause

sequence are observed after elongation has been restarted by

the addition of nucleotides. However, after transcription

restart the RNAP population becomes asynchronous very

rapidly, and thus different RNAP molecules arrive at the

pause sequence at different times. Furthermore, although

nucleotide-starved transcription complexes do not allow

further nucleotide incorporation, RNAP may slide backward

along the DNA template (Komissarova and Kashlev, 1997b;

Nudler et al., 1997), resulting in an RNAP population that

will resume elongation from different translocation states

upon nucleotide addition. The combination of spatial var-

iations in the starting population and asynchrony during

elongation results in a spatially and temporally heteroge-

neous population, making it difficult to precisely determine

the kinetics at a distant pause sequence.

Observation of individual molecules of RNAP offers the

possibility to probe the kinetics of transcription pausing with-

out the complications of population heterogeneity. If motions

of each RNAP molecule along the DNA template could be

monitored at any given sequence, the pause duration could

then be directly obtained from single-molecule data, avoiding

the necessity of synchronizing the RNAP population.

Sequence-dependent pause kinetics could then be obtained

by polling elongation data from many RNAP molecules. To

accurately determine the pause kinetics and draw statistically

meaningful conclusions, a large dataset of individual single

molecule traces must be acquired, and this can be time-

consuming. However, current and future attempts to automate

data acquisition will likely broaden the feasibility of using

such an approach.

In addition, single-molecule mechanical techniques make

it possible to probe the mechanism of pausing. The appli-

cation of an external load to the transcription elongation

complex (TEC), to either assist or hinder transcription, may

bias the translocation motion of RNAP. This may alter the

measured elongation kinetics, especially for transcription

pauses where translocation is rate-limiting, for example

when pauses are caused by RNAP noncatalytically back-

tracking (i.e., reverse translocating) along the DNA template.
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To probe sequence-dependent transcription kinetics, sin-

gle-molecule techniques must have sufficient precision to

locate individual pause sequences encountered by the RNAP

during elongation. This has not been attainable in previous

single-molecule mechanical studies. Although it is well

known that these techniques can resolve a displacement of

RNAP to a few bps or better, the precision of the location of

RNAPon theDNA template during elongation so far has been

limited to ;100 bp (Yin et al., 1995; Wang et al., 1998;

Davenport et al., 2000; Adelman et al., 2002; Forde et al.,

2002; Neuman et al., 2003; Shaevitz et al., 2003). Within this

measurement uncertainty, multiple pause sequences may

exist, and therefore transcription pausing has been examined

without specific reference to the corresponding DNA

sequences (Adelman et al., 2002; Forde et al., 2002; Neuman

et al., 2003; Shaevitz et al., 2003). The lack of sequence-

dependent information inevitably complicates the interpreta-

tion of transcription-pausing data, since different types of

pauses could exhibit kinetics that respond differently to

chemical and mechanical perturbations. For example, an

assisting load is expected to discourage RNAP entry into and

dwell within a backtracked pause, whereas the same force is

expected to promote possible pausing due to hypertransloca-

tion. The elucidation of the mechanism of pausing therefore

requires accurate location of the transcribed pause sequence.

In this work, we significantly improved the precision of

single-molecule optical trapping studies of transcription so

that kinetics of an individual pause sequence could be

probed. This improvement was achieved by using runoff

transcription as a well-defined position marker for alignment

of the measured RNAP position on DNA template. The

precision of this method was determined by using a well-

defined pause sequence DtR2 (Yarnell and Roberts, 1999;

Ryder and Roberts, 2003). We found that pausing within the

DtR2 sequence positioned near the end of the DNA template

could be accurately located with a;5 bp precision under our

experimental conditions, representing a ;20-fold enhance-

ment over previous methods of RNAP position detection.

We further studied pausing within the DtR2 sequence and

demonstrated that the pausing kinetics were significantly

altered by the application of an external load. Our results

show a force-dependent behavior that is consistent with

possible backtracking within this sequence.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

DNA templates

Three DNA templates were constructed for the single molecule experiments

(Fig. 1 A). The three single-molecule templates were prepared by PCR with

the forward primer biotinylated to provide a single biotin tag ;2 kbp

upstream of a T7A1 promoter and different reverse primers. Following the

T7A1 promoter, each DNA template contained a 1.1 kbp fragment of the

Escherichia coli rpoB gene (derived from pRL574; Schafer et al., 1991),

a 51 bp T-less region (region I), a known pause sequence DtR2, a second T-

less region (region II), and, depending on the template, a length of DNA near

the runoff end. The DtR2 pause sequence (Yarnell and Roberts, 1999; Ryder

and Roberts, 2003) was constructed from the intrinsic tR2 terminator by

disrupting the upstream half of its hairpin to prevent termination while

leaving the T-rich pause-inducing sequence intact. The design of the

templates sandwiched the DtR2 pause sequence between two T-less regions

to reduce pausing immediately before and after the DtR2 pause sequence

under low UTP concentration. Template 1 contained a 30 bp of the T-less

region II and no end region, so that the DtR2 pause sequence was located

30 bp from the runoff end. In templates 2 and 3, the T-less region II was 53 bp

long and the DtR2 pause sequence was located 105 bp and 226 bp from the

runoff end, respectively.

Experimental configuration

Transcription was initiated by incubating 25 nM E. coli RNAP bearing

a hemagglutinin (HA) epitope tag on the C-terminus of its a-subunit, 5 nM

DNA template containing a T7A1 promoter, 250 mM ApU initiating

dinucleotide, and 50 mM ATP/CTP/GTP in transcription buffer (25 mM

Tris�Cl, pH 8.0, 100 mMKCl, 4 mMMgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 3% (v/v) glycerol,

0.15 mg/mL acetylated BSA) for 20 min at 37�C. Stalled TECs prepared in

this way contained the RNAP, DNA and a 20 nt nascent RNA and were then

attached to an anti-HA antibody-coated glass coverslip surface as previously

described (Adelman et al., 2002) (Fig. 1 B). The upstream end of the DNA

template was attached via biotin/streptavidin linkage to a 0.5 mm poly-

styrenemicrosphere held by anoptical trap.This configurationallows applica-

tion of loads in the direction assisting RNAP motion during elongation.

Transcription was resumed by flowing in a solution containing all four NTPs

(1 mM ATP, CTP, and GTP, 50 mM UTP at 23�C) in transcription buffer

plus 0.2 mg/mL heparin; the concentration of UTP was lowered to a sub-

saturating level to increase the probability of pausing at the DtR2 sequence.

A computer-controlled feedback loop was used to apply a constant force

to the TEC. This force clamp mode was achieved by using a 1-D piezo-

electric stage (Physik Instrumente, Waldbronn, Germany) to modulate the

position of the coverslip relative to the trapped microsphere, which was

effectively held at a fixed position relative to the trap center (Brower-Toland

et al., 2002). The position of the trapped microsphere relative to the trap

center and the trapping force was determined by measuring the deflection

and power of transmitted laser light using a quadrant photodiode detector

(Hamamatsu, Bridgewater, NJ). The detector signals, as well as the piezo

stage sensor were low-pass filtered at 5 kHz, digitized at 13 kHz using a 16-

bit DAQ board (National Instruments, Austin, TX), and averaged to 130 Hz.

The data were then smoothed using a Gaussian weight function with a

standard deviation of 1.0 s to generate instantaneous velocity (Adelman

et al., 2002). This Gaussian low-pass filtering was performed to reduce the

noise in the data but also resulted in smearing short pauses with durations

,1 s. The smoothed data of RNAP template position versus time were also

used to calculate dwell time versus template position by summing the total

time that the RNAP spent at a given bp.

Five different assisting forces were used to determine the force-

dependence of RNAP motion: 4, 6, 8, 12, and 15 pN, corresponding to

31, 26, 27, 28, and 34 single molecule traces, respectively. Different forces

were produced by setting the relative distance between the microsphere and

the trap center to preset fixed positions, while keeping the laser intensity

(trap stiffness) constant. RNAP molecules that paused for .60 s anywhere

on the template were considered arrested and their traces were excluded from

further data analysis.

Determination of DNA tether length

To correctly analyze transcription data, it was necessary to determine the

number of base pairs between the RNAP and the trapped microsphere, i.e.,

the DNA tether length in bp (see Fig. 1 B). This was achieved using an

approach adapted from Wang et al. (1997, 1998) and is summarized below.
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First, both the force and extension of the DNA tether between the RNAP

and the microsphere needed to be obtained according to the experimental

geometry (Fig. 1 B). All our experiments were performed with the

microscope objective focused onto the surface of the coverslip. At this

focus, the trap center was designed to locate;650 nm above the surface and

this trap height was constant for all experiments described in this work.

Before the start of a transcription measurement on a given tether, the lateral

location of the RNAP relative to the trap center was determined as follows.

The tethered microsphere was manually positioned to the trap center

laterally and the DNA tether was then stretched by moving the stage

piezoelectrically along one horizontal axis in both directions. The symmetry

point of the resultant position detector signal versus piezo position curve

corresponded to the piezo stage position at which the RNAP was located

directly below the trap center. Thus, in subsequent experiments the horizontal

location of the RNAP relative to the trap center could be determined via the

piezo position.

During a transcription experiment, the tethered microsphere was

displaced both vertically and horizontally from the trap center due to the

force exerted by the RNAP. Since only the horizontal displacement and

force could be detected, the vertical displacement and force were computed

based on balancing the forces on the microsphere while satisfying the

geometric constraints. The vertical displacement from the trap center in

a typical transcription experiment was ;100 nm. This ensured that the

microsphere did not touch the surface of the glass coverslip. The net force

and extension of the DNA tether were then computed by performing a vector

sum of their components along the horizontal and vertical directions.

Second, the force and extension were converted to DNA tether length

(in bp) by using a modified Marko-Siggia worm-like-chain model of DNA

elasticity with the following DNA elasticity parameters: 0.338 nm contour

length per base pair, 41.0 nm persistence length, and 1277 pN stretch

modulus. These values were determined by stretching DNA of known

sizes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

RNAP position uncertainty in conventional optical
trapping transcription experiments

Fig. 1 B shows our experimental configuration to monitor the

motions of individual RNAP molecules under constant

applied load using an optical trap. The motion of an RNAP

was determined by measuring the time course of its DNA

tether length between the RNAP and the trapped micro-

sphere, since this tether length was directly related to the

position of the RNAP on the DNA template. The RNAP

template position is defined here as the distance (in bp) that

the RNAP has moved from the transcription start site. This is

identical to RNA transcript size when the RNAP does not

noncatalytically backtrack or forward translocate along the

DNA template. Simultaneous detection of force (in pN) and

extension (in nm) of the DNA tether allowed computation of

tether length (in bp) using a modified Marko-Siggia worm-

like-chain model of DNA elasticity (Wang et al., 1997; also

see Materials and Methods). The RNAP template position

was obtained from the measured tether length by subtracting

the known length of the DNA between the trapped

microsphere and the transcription start site (Wang et al.,

1998). The precision of the tether length measurement thus

determined the precision of locating specific sequences

transcribed by the RNAP during elongation.

We performed the following experiments to investigate

the precision of the RNAP template position determination

under our experimental configuration. These experiments

used TECs stalled after transcribing the first 20 bp as

described in Materials and Methods, each with 1958 bp of

DNA between the trapped microsphere and the transcription

start site. Each experiment consisted of two basic steps: 1),

the microscope objective was focused onto the surface of the

glass coverslip. The optical trap was also centered laterally

on a microsphere tethered via a stalled RNAP (see Fig. 1 B).

FIGURE 1 Experimental configuration. (A) Schematic of the three DNA

templates used in the single molecule experiments. The upstream end of

each DNA contained a single biotin tag for attachment to a streptavidin-

coated microsphere. Transcription was initiated on the T7A1 promoter and

continued until the RNAP reached the runoff end of the DNA. Each template

contained a known T-rich pause sequence DtR2 (intrinsic terminator tR2

with its hairpin disrupted to prevent termination) flanked by two T-less

cassettes. The two major pause positions within the DtR2 sequence are

indicated by arrows. The major difference in the three DNA templates was

the location of the DtR2 sequence relative to the runoff end. (B) A stalled

TEC was specifically attached to a coverslip surface via interaction between

HA-tagged RNAP and an anti-HA antibody nonspecifically adsorbed to the

surface. The upstream end of the DNA molecule was attached via biotin/

streptavidin linkage to a polystyrene microsphere held by the optical trap.

The coverslip was mounted on a piezoelectric stage and constant assisting

force was maintained on the transcribing RNAP by modulating the coverslip

position relative to the trapped microsphere. When the RNAP reached the

end of the DNA template, it dissociated and produced a characteristic runoff

signal (see text).
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This step was performed manually. 2), Subsequently, the

tether was stretched by moving the stage piezoelectrically

along one horizontal axis and the force and extension from

this measurement were used to determine the DNA tether

length and thereby the RNAP template position (see

Materials and Methods).

Fig. 2 A shows the distribution of the measured RNAP

template positions obtained by pooling data from a number

of DNA tethers. This distribution has a mean of 16 bp,

which is close to the expected stalled RNAP template

position of120 bp. Its standard deviation of 94 bp gives the

best case estimate of our precision in determining the time-

dependent RNAP position on the DNA template, which is

comparable to those obtained in previous similar single-

molecule experiments (Davenport et al., 2000; Adelman

et al., 2002; Forde et al., 2002; Neuman et al., 2003; Shaevitz

et al., 2003). Thus the measured mean RNAP template

position was consistent with the expected value, but a rather

large uncertainty exists from tether to tether.

We performed two types of experiments to further

determine the sources of this RNAP template position

uncertainty. In the first type of experiment, a single DNA

tether was stretched repetitively without manual objective

refocusing and optical trap recentering (i.e., without step 1

above). Fig. 2 B shows examples of RNAP template position

distributions from this type of measurement, each obtained

from a single DNA tether. These distributions have a standard

deviation of ;22 bp, which must be due to uncertainties

introduced by the optical trap, the detection mechanism, and

the piezo stage (but not objective focusing or optical trap

centering). In the second type of experiment, a single DNA

tether was again stretched repetitively, but each time, step 1

was repeated. Fig. 2 C shows examples of RNAP template

position distributions from this type of measurement, each

obtained from a single DNA tether. These distributions have

a standard deviation of ;43 bp, which must also include

uncertainties introduced by manual objective focusing and

optical trap centering. Under the assumption that uncertain-

ties introduced by various sources are independent, these

measurements indicate that uncertainties introduced by

objective focusing and optical trap centering should be

;37 bp, and uncertainties introduced by sources other than

those mentioned above should be ;83 bp. Thus these other

sources of uncertainty are the dominant ones. Indeed, this

conclusion is in good agreement with a recent transcription

study that employed automated three-dimensional focusing
FIGURE 2 RNAP template position uncertainty. Distributions of RNAP

template positions were measured for stalled transcription complexes. The

expected RNAP template position of the stalled RNAPwas120 bp (counted

from the transcription start site) and is indicated by a red dashed line. (A) A

histogram of RNAP template position from measurements of 23 individual

tethers. The measured template position was166 94 bp (mean6 SD). (B)
Histograms of RNAP template position, each from multiple measurements

of a single DNA tether. Data from two different tethers are shown in

different colors. After initial objective focusing and optical trap positioning,

each DNA tether was repetitively stretched twelve times without refocus-

ing or repositioning. The histograms show RNAP template positions of

�16 6 19 bp and 178 6 24 bp (mean 6 SD) (red and blue histograms,

respectively). (C) Histograms of RNAP template position, each from

multiple measurements of a single DNA tether. Data from two different

tethers are shown in different colors. Each DNA tether was repetitively

stretched 12 times with refocusing and repositioning preceding each stretch.

The histograms show RNAP template positions of �51 6 42 bp and

�6 6 44 bp (mean 6 SD) (red and blue histograms, respectively).
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and positioning and obtained absolute position uncertainty of

;75 bp (Neuman et al., 2003).

In our experiments, it is unlikely that the dominant

uncertainties came from variations of DNA template sizes,

since a single well-defined length PCR product was observed

by gel electrophoresis (data not shown). It is also unlikely

that they were due to extensive RNAP backtracking, which

can result in complexes becoming arrested and unable to

resume elongation unaided (Komissarova and Kashlev,

1997b). Since we obtained a distribution similar to that of

Fig. 2 A from TECs that continued transcription after the

addition of NTPs (data not shown), this argues against stalled

complexes backtracking for more than a few bp. Possible

sources of this uncertainty may include variations in micro-

sphere size, nonspecific sticking of the DNA to the trapped

microsphere, and spontaneous nicks in the DNA tether.

Regardless of the source, the presence of this large un-

certainty in the RNAP template position determination makes

it impossible to accurately correlate the RNAP motion with

specific transcribed DNA sequences.

The runoff method and its precision

We developed a runoff method to improve the precision of

RNAP template position determination in single molecule

experiments. We used runoff transcription as a well-defined

marker to relate the measured final length of the DNA tether

to the known RNAP runoff position on the DNA template,

thus circumventing the large uncertainty of tether length

measurement. In this runoff method, elongating RNAP is

monitored until it reaches the end of the DNA template and

dissociates, producing an immediate and characteristic jump

in the apparent RNAP position (the runoff signal). Although

RNAP is highly processive, spontaneous dissociation of the

TEC did rarely occur (;1% per 100 bp). Thus only when the

dissociation signal occurred near the runoff end to within the

uncertainty of the RNAP template position measurement was

it considered a genuine runoff signal and therefore served as

an alignment marker for the preceding data. The detected

RNAP template position was subsequently converted to the

actual template position by adding a constant offset to align it

with the runoff end.

To determine the precision of the runoff method, a specific

sequence was engineered to contain a known pause sequence

(DtR2) flanked by two T-less regions. Three DNA templates

were used that contained the DtR2 sequence located at three

different distances relative to the runoff end (Fig. 1 A; see
also Materials and Methods). Under our experimental con-

ditions (1 mM ATP, CTP, and GTP; 50 mMUTP) the RNAP

is expected to move at optimal rate through the two T-less

regions, which serve to accentuate the pause signal.

For all templates, the major pause positions within the

DtR2 sequence should occur at two adjacent sites at positions

11182 and11183, based on our bulk experiments (data not

shown), consistent with previous studies (Gusarov and

Nudler, 1999). Additionally, other T’s within the pause se-

quence should also result in some pausing due to the lowered

UTP concentration. Therefore, we expected that pausing

within the DtR2 sequence should occur in the position range

of 11176 to 11184 bp.

An example of data obtained from template 1 and ana-

lyzed using the runoff method is shown in Fig. 3. The RNAP

template position versus time curve (Fig. 3 A) was smoothed,

and the corresponding instantaneous velocity versus time

curve was computed (Adelman et al., 2002; also see Mate-

rials and Methods). These data were then used to generate

both the dwell time and instantaneous velocity versus RNAP

template position curves (Fig. 3,B andC). As shown in Fig. 3,

FIGURE 3 Analysis of movement of

a single RNAP molecule. (A) Time

course of the motion of a single mol-

ecule of RNAP taken on template 1

under 4 pN of assisting force and

aligned using the runoff method. Both

raw data (shaded area) and filtered data

(black line) are shown. (B) RNAP dwell

time at each template position over the

corresponding template range. (C) Cor-
responding instantaneous velocity plot-

ted as a function of template position.
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steady RNAP molecule motion was interrupted by

transcription pauses, which are reflected as flat steps in

Fig. 3 A, distinct peaks in the corresponding dwell time

in Fig. 3 B, and drops in the instantaneous velocity curve

in Fig. 3 C. As expected, we observed pausing around the

predicted positions of the DtR2 pause sequence.

Dwell time data such as those shown in Fig. 3 B were

compared with the expected DtR2 pause position range.

Additional examples are shown in Fig. 4, with each curve

obtained from a single RNAP molecule. In the majority of

these curves, a single pause peak located near the expected

DtR2 pause sequence was flanked by two regions of low

dwell time (see Fig. 4, A–E, as examples) corresponding to

transcription through the two T-less regions. The pause

peaks had an average standard deviation of ;3 bp. Some

curves did not show any detectable dwell time peak within

the expected sequence (see Fig. 4 F as an example).

We determined the precision of locating the DtR2 pause

sequence using the runoff method by plotting a histogram of

the pause dwell time peak positions (for an example, see Fig.

5 A). RNAP molecules that did not pause for at least 1 s did

not produce detectable dwell time peaks (see Materials and

Methods) and were excluded from this analysis. This

histogram shows that the pausing was centered at template

position 1179 6 5 bp (mean 6 SD). The mean is entirely

consistent with the expected pausing range of the DtR2 pause

sequence, proving that our method can be used to accurately

locate individual pausing sequences near the runoff end. The

distribution was broadened by other factors in addition to the

intrinsic measurement uncertainty and the possibility that for

a given transcription size RNAP may backtrack or forward

track. For example, RNAP does not pause at a unique

template position within the 9 bp DtR2 pause sequence as

discussed above. Thus the 5 bp uncertainty for sequences

near the runoff end is a very conservative estimate for the

precision of the runoff method.

It is worth noting that there are two major configurations

in single molecule mechanical measurements, each with

different considerations for positional precision.

In one configuration, only a small internal change in the

molecular structure needs to be determined. In this case, the

molecule of interest is suspended between a surface and a mi-

crosphere. Some examples include titin unfolding (Tskhov-

rebova et al., 1997), RNA unfolding (Liphardt et al., 2001),

FIGURE 4 RNAP dwell time near the template end. Examples of RNAP dwell time as a function of template position after alignment using the runoff

method. Data were taken on DNA template 1 under 4 pN of assisting force and only data near the runoff end are shown. The expected location of the DtR2

pause sequence is marked by a red bar in each graph. The most likely dwell time excluding the last 100 bp near the runoff end was computed by averaging dwell

time data from different RNAP molecules. Its value, 0.08 s/bp, is indicated as a horizontal orange dashed line in each graph to serve as a reference. Notice that

for most of the traces the long dwell time near the expected pause range is flanked by regions of faster than average elongation.
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and single nucleosome disruption (Brower-Toland et al.,

2002). The mechanical force is applied directly to the

molecule of interest and a small change in length, rather

than the absolute length, is relevant. Since a change in tether

length is subject to roughly the same percent uncertainty as the

total tether length, a typical change of tens of nm has an

uncertainty on the order of a few nm. This precision is

normally sufficient to draw important conclusions regarding

molecular mechanisms.

In the other configuration, the absolute location of

a molecule of interest relative to its track molecule needs

to be determined. This is the case for transcription experi-

ments where the location of the RNAP relative to its DNA

template is determined by measuring the DNA tether length.

Although the percent uncertainty in the tether length might

be rather small (e.g., a few percent), the resulting uncertainty

in the absolute location of the RNAP on the DNA template is

typically ;100 base pairs (;30 nm in DNA contour length)

due to the relatively long DNA tethers used to optimize

experimental geometry (typically over 1 mm in contour

length). In essence, the runoff method achieves its high

precision by measuring a small change in tether length from

a well defined reference point (the runoff end) and in this

way is similar to the configuration described in the previous

paragraph.

Precision versus distance from the runoff end

To test the general applicability of the runoff method for

pause sequences located further away from the runoff end,

we used two additional single molecule templates containing

105 bp (template 2) and 226 bp (template 3) after the DtR2

pause sequence. Fig. 5 B shows that each mean measured

pause position is consistent with the expected pausing range

of the DtR2 sequence within its standard error of the mean

(not shown, but can be readily computed based on the

standard deviation and the number of measurements). The

precision, which is represented by the standard deviation in

the figure, decreased with the distance of the pause sequence

from the runoff end.

In principle, the precision of the runoff method should be

limited only by the Brownian motion of the tethered

microsphere (;1 bp at 1 Hz bandwidth). However, in our

and other experimental configurations, low-frequency drift

of the instrument typically contributes significantly to the

position uncertainty (Adelman et al., 2002; Forde et al.,

2002; Neuman et al., 2003). This drift was observed to be;1

bp/s and bidirectional in our configuration. Thus, when the

runoff method was used to locate the pause position, the

cumulative errors increased with the distance from the runoff

end largely due to the increased time required for the RNAP

to reach the runoff. Consequently, the derived RNAP

template position is expected to be most precise near the

runoff end, with the precision decreasing for distant se-

quences, likely due to instrument drift. We observed that

the precision of the measured DtR2 pause position for

template 1 was 5 bp, which was comparable to the expected

pausing range of the DtR2 sequence. The precision de-

creased to 7 bp and 12 bp for templates 2 and 3, respectively.

In summary, the runoff method precision near the runoff

end represents a minimum of ;20-fold enhancement over

previous approaches for measuring sequence-specific loca-

tions of RNAP. Although the precision of the method

decreases with distance from the runoff end, the decrease is

FIGURE 5 Precision of the runoff method based on the DtR2 pause

position. (A) The RNAP template positions of the dwell time peaks within

the DtR2 sequence from different molecules on template 1 (see Fig. 4) were

used to generate this histogram with 3-bp bin size. Only those traces with

dwell times long enough to produce peaks greater than twice the most likely

dwell time (0.16 s/bp threshold) were included for analysis (21 out of 31

molecules). The expected location of the DtR2 pause sequence is marked

by a red bar. Note that the range of the horizontal axis for this histogram

(500 bp) is identical to that of Fig. 2. (B) Precision of the runoff method

as a function of distance from the template end. Mean DtR2 pause positions

are plotted for single molecule DNA templates of three different lengths.

The vertical error bars correspond to the standard deviations of the position

histograms. Thus a mean represents the accuracy and a standard deviation

represents the precision of the RNAP template position determination using

the runoff method. The number of measurements is 21, 16, and 17 for

templates 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
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not dramatic, which allows for considerable flexibility in the

placement of a sequence of interest.

Probing the mechanism of pausing within the
DtR2 sequence

Previous bulk studies have shown that RNAP can backtrack

along the DNA template without changing the nascent RNA

size, and backtracking has been suggested to be primarily

responsible for pausing within T-rich sequences where the

increased dwell time likely reflects the additional time it

takes for the TEC to return to the active configuration

(Nudler et al., 1997; Komissarova and Kashlev, 1997a). A

number of previous studies (Komissarova and Kashlev,

1997a; Nudler et al., 1997; Gusarov and Nudler, 1999) as

well as our bulk experiments (data not shown) showed that

the DtR2 sequence caused RNAP to backtrack at positions

11182 and 11183 if stalled at the pause site by nucleotide

starvation. Furthermore, RNAP dwell time within the DtR2

region was sensitive to GreB (data not shown). Transcription

factor GreB assists backtracked complexes to resume active

elongation by stimulating transcript cleavage at the RNAP

active site (Borukhov et al., 1993, 2001; Opalka et al., 2003).

The observed reduction in DtR2 pause duration in the

presence of GreB suggests that polymerase tends to

transiently backtrack within the pause region.

The runoff method allowed precise and unambiguous

location of the DtR2 pause sequence and made it possible to

study its pausing kinetics. Using the runoff method, we in-

vestigated whether it was possible to probe if RNAP

backtracks within the DtR2 pause sequence by examining

the load-dependence of pausing. An assisting force applied

to the RNAP is expected to prevent it from back-trans-

location as well as to reduce the time spent in backtracked

states. Therefore, the dwell time at the DtR2 sequence is

predicted to decrease with increasing assisting force.

Fig. 6 shows the load dependence of RNAP dwell time at

the DtR2 sequence. To ensure that all pausing within the

sequence was included in the analysis, the RNAP dwell time

was summed over a 20 bp window centered about the aver-

age pause position 11179 bp. This window size was large

enough to include the 5 bp RNAP template position uncer-

tainty of the runoff method as well as the ;3 bp standard

deviation of individual pauses. Comparison of the dwell time

histogram at 4 and 15 pN assisting loads shows that a larger

assisting force shifted the dwell time distributions toward

shorter times (Fig. 6 A). Also, long-lived (.5 s) pauses that

were present in the 4 pN distribution disappeared when the

force was increased to 15 pN. The dwell time within the

DtR2 sequence exhibits a much stronger load-dependence

compared with that of active elongation (Fig. 6 B). These
results show that the RNAP dwell time within the DtR2

sequence could be significantly reduced by an applied

assisting load. This observation is consistent with RNAP

backtracking within this sequence.

CONCLUSIONS

The method we have developed adds the capability of

sequence-dependent studies to single molecule transcription

experiments. Using a known position marker (the runoff

end) makes it possible to locate preceding transcribed se-

quences with high accuracy and precision. The method is of

general applicability because any sequence of interest can

readily be engineered into a template close to a runoff end

FIGURE 6 Load-dependence of pausing within the DtR2 sequence. (A)

Pause kinetics of the DtR2 pause sequence under 4 pN (blue) and 15 pN

(red) of assisting loads. The dwell time within the DtR2 region was

measured by computing the total dwell time within a 20 bp window centered

at the average pause template position of 11179 bp (see text). The dwell

times from all single molecule traces were pooled and the resulting

probability density function was normalized. (B) Average dwell time within

the DtR2 region as a function of assisting force (n) with error bars

representing standard error of the mean. For comparison, we also measured

the average time it took for RNAP to actively elongate 20 bp without

pausing (s), by dividing 20 bp by the mean active (nonpause) elongation

velocity (in bp/s) at a given load.
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through conventional molecular biological techniques. For

instance, a single RNAP molecule transcribing through mul-

tiple successive pause sequences can be studied simply by

creating DNA templates containing several pause sequences

10–20 bp apart placed reasonably close to the runoff end. For

distances far away from the runoff end precision can be

improved further byminimizing instrument drift, for example

by removing the TEC attachment to the sample chamber

(Shaevitz et al., 2003).

The runoff method is not restricted to single molecule

studies of RNAP and should find broader applications in the

study of other DNA-based motors, such as DNA poly-

merases, helicases, exonucleases, etc., whose motions are

likely or known to be sequence-dependent.
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